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Star Ocean: Integrity and Faithlessness - Strategy Guide 2016-07-28

six thousand light years from earth a new story begins in the cosmic sea the pangalactic federation is nearing the fulfilment of its mission to

bring peace and prosperity to the galaxy however the embers of war stir anew on the planet faykreed fidel the son of the country s military

advisor and a proficient swordsman sets out on a journey to protect his home and restore the once vibrant kingdom of resulia spurred on by a

sense of honor and duty instilled in him by his father fidel must fight against constant threats and savage beasts which beset his beloved

home our comprehensive guide includes the following complete walkthrough of the main story all side quests and missions covered in full

gameplay and battle strategies explained in detail full trophy roadmap and guide to get that elusive platinum trophy and much more to come

Final Fantasy VII Remake Intergrade - Strategy Guide 2020-03-19

in the sprawling city of midgar an anti shinra organization calling themselves avalanche has stepped up their resistance cloud strife a former

member of shinra s elite soldier unit now turned mercenary lends his aid to the group unaware of the epic consequences that await him the

guide for final fantasy vii remake features all there is to see and do including a walkthrough featuring coverage of all main scenario chapters

all side quests and mini games along with in depth sections on materia enemy intel and battle intel version 1 2 august 2021 full coverage of

the main scenario full coverage of the intermission main scenario coverage of all side quests full coverage of hard mode in depth strategies on

all colosseum shinra combat sim and vr battles including intermission trophy guide full enemy intel for the base game and intermission

weapons materia and ability breakdown all mini games including fort condor in intermission details on every character for the main game and

intermission full breakdown of every item manuscript and music disc
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Bioshock: Infinite - Strategy Guide 2015-10-29

indebted to the wrong people with his life on the line veteran of the u s cavalry and now hired gun booker de witt has only one opportunity to

wipe his slate clean he must rescue elizabeth a mysterious girl imprisoned since childhood and locked up in the flying city of columbia forced

to trust one another booker and elizabeth form a powerful bond during their daring escape together they learn to harness an expanding

arsenal of weapons and abilities as they fight on zeppelins in the clouds along high speed sky lines and down in the streets of columbia all

while surviving the threats of the air city and uncovering its dark secret inside this guide you will find the location of every voxophone

kinetoscope and telescope learn all of columbia s secrets the location of every infusion upgrade and piece of extra gear be the best booker

you can be detailed information on every type of enemy and advice on how to defeat them information on how to beat the game at 1999

difficulty enjoy the journey of bioshock infinite finding everything along the way

Devil May Cry 5 - Strategy Guide 2019-04-26

devil may cry has finally returned the over the top action series from capcom comes back with a brand new entry where you will be able to

control one of three characters one entirely new to the franchise to slay demons and look stylish while doing it the demonic invasion has

returned to the world of devil may cry with a demonic tree taking root in red grave city armed with a robotic arm made by a self professed

weapons expert named nico nero plans on ridding the city of this demon tree this guide is intended to bring you through all of the main

missions in the game offering tips on the enemies you fight how to get s ranks on the tougher missions and strategies for the boss fights it will

also list all of the locations for the collectibles as well as where to find every single secret mission as well as how to complete those in addition

you will find a full trophy achievement guide as well as details on all of the skills and mechanics for each of the three characters you can

control in the game full walkthrough of all the main missions in the game including changes across difficulties locations and strategies for

every secret mission strategies on how to get s ranks on every mission how to find every single collectible in the game a list of all skills for all
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three characters as well as strategies on how to use each character a complete trophy achievement guide

Kingdom Hearts 3 + ReMind DLC - Strategy Guide 2019-03-15

the ultimate battle is upon us team up with old friends and new allies full of a diverse cast of disney heroes visit eight disney themed worlds

as you seek to end the ultimate battle with darkness once and for all the guide for kingdom hearts iii re mind dlc features all there is to see

and do including a walkthrough featuring every treasure and lucky emblem strategies on taking down the flantastic seven and more all details

on the re mind dlc including indepth strategies for every limitcut boss and the ultimate challenge in kingdom hearts iii inside 1 0 full

walkthrough of the main storyline full walkthrough of the re mind limitcut and secret episode storylines indepth boss strategies for every one of

the limitcut battles indepth boss strategy on the secret boss coverage of all treasures all lucky emblems discovered coverage of the flantastic

seven

Skylanders SWAP Force Signature Series Strategy Guide 2013-10-13

prepare to embark on a new adventure in skylanders swap force now the skylanders have unique abilities to mix and match their top and

bottom parts to create new characters the strategy guide provides a complete walkthrough of the game detailed character analyses location of

every collectible and more

Crisis Core Final Fantasy VII: Reunion - Strategy Guide 2022-12-25

crisis core final fantasy vii reunion is a remaster of the psp original featuring hd graphics gameplay overhauls this guide for crisis core final

fantasy vii reunion currently contains the following a walkthrough containing all of the many missables per chapter a searchable database

featuring all materia consumables accessories fusion items in depth pages for each of the story trophies achievements how to unlock every
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mission all of the best materia fusion combinations everything you need to know about the dmw including the rare summons best ways to

level materia the best equipment setups for zack how to defeat the minerva superboss

Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance - Strategy Guide 2015-11-07

the location of every single men in boxes data storage vr terminal and left hand id collectable main story completed from start to finish on hard

difficulty strategies for every boss and ranked battle killer tips for getting that elusive s rank on every battle all 20 vr missions covered full

achievement and trophy list learn how to slice and dice your opponents like a pro

Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare Signature Series Strategy Guide 2014-11-04

power changes everything private military corporations have emerged as the dominant armed forces for countless nations redrawing borders

and rewriting the rules of war powerful exoskeletons have evolved every aspect of a soldier s battle readiness exploit your new arsenal to the

full and gain the competitive edge with this essential guide

Infamous: Second Son - Strategy Guide 2015-11-07

it s been seven years since the cole mcgrath episodes and the world has clearly changed anyone showing signs of being a so called bio

terrorist is immediately handed over to the department of unified protection dup a government agency created to ensure there is never a

repeat of the catastrophic events of empire city and new marais so delsin who has never been particularly respectful of authority finds himself

caught in the dup dragnet and decides he s not going to go quietly all missions including good and evil karma dlc missions including the

enigmatic paper trail collectibles including images for the hard to find ones trophy guide detailing how to get the elusive platinum trophy
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Final Fantasy XV - Strategy Guide 2016-12-19

after a years long cold war between the kingdom of lucis and the empire of niflheim over the world s last crystal an armistice is finally agreed

upon as part of the peace treaty the heir to the lucian throne noctis lucis caelum is to marry lady lunafreya nox fleuret an oracle from the

imperial province of tenebrae after noctis sets out to meet his betrothed the treaty collapses merely a ruse to bring down the magical barrier

protecting lucis niflheim invades and takes the kingdom and the crystal for itself with the treaty in tatters and his father and betrothed believed

dead noctis must rely on his own tenacity and the support of his band of loyal followers to get him through what is to come current version 1 4

february 2017 complete coverage of the main story basic gameplay section telling you how to play the game a skills section showing

everything related to the characters hobbies including an extensive list of every recipe in the game a postgame section telling you how to get

through every dungeon including the brutal pitioss ruins all sidequests in the main walkthrough and in their own section every single hunt in

the game including strategies on how to beat them a miscellaneous section describing chocobos and mini games an extensive trophy

achievement guide

CheeveGuide - Achievement Guide for Dragon Age: Inquisition 2015-03-07

cheeveguide s help players along the way to the elusive 1000 1000 gamerscore or platinum trophy in this dragon age inquisition edition we

show how to get all achievements including the brightest of their age and all possible party member locations how to complete belle of the ball

and the locations of all dragons for the dragons bane achievement to name but a few this guide can be used with all platforms including xbox

360 xbox one ps3 and ps4 not only that but it will also provide the most efficient way of unlocking all achievements so you spend the least

aount of time unlocking them if you enjoy unlocking all achievements in a game this guide will be invaluable to you all for an unbeatable price
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Lost Sphear - Strategy Guide 2018-07-10

a strange phenomenon has been occurring in the world in which a white mist overtakes objects places and people making them completely

lost to the world one day though a humble self taught swordsman from the small town of elgarthe awakens to the power of memory which

allows him to restore those lost to the strange phenomenon now kanata and his friends must journey the world to quell the lost before it takes

over the whole planet this guide contains the following a complete story walkthrough from beginning to end all of the character sidequests a

comprehensive character section detailing the prominent skills a trophy guide to help you get that shiny platinum

Mass Effect 1 Legendary Edition - Strategy Guide 2021-06-14

as commander shepard of the ssv normandy take your elite recon squad across a galaxy in turmoil in a desperate race to stop the return of

an enemy without mercy your only imperative is to preserve the safety of civilized life in the galaxy at any cost the guide for mass effect 1

legendary edition features all there is to see and do including a walkthrough containing coverage of all assignments detailed breakdown of all

the important choices class builds and much more full coverage of all the main missions every assignment covered in depth look at the major

choices and consequences of each full details on how to romance ashley kaiden or liara class builds to get the most out of your chosen class

details on every talent how to spec your squad breakdown of all paragon and renegade opportunities trophy achievement guide

Dishonored - Strategy Guide 2015-10-29

you are the once trusted bodyguard of the empress framed for her murder and driven by revenge you must become an infamous assassin

known only by the disturbing mask that has become your calling card as you navigate a world torn apart by plague and oppressed by a

government armed with strange new technologies the truth behind your betrayal is as murky as the waters surrounding the city the choices

you make will determine the fate of the world but no matter what happens your old life is gone forever inside this guide complete all stories
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missions with pure stealth all optional side quests location of every rune bone charm sokolov portrait and blueprint list of every single

achievement trophy in the game

Horizon: Zero Dawn - Strategy Guide 2017-04-01

taking place one thousand years in the future colossal machines have overrun and dominated the land forcing humans to regress to tribal

societies who have to survive off the land where did these behemoths come from with a love for technology it is up to aloy an outcast of her

nora tribe to uncover the mysteries of her world take to the open world to explore fight the metal monstrosities and learn all about the

wonderful world of horizon zero dawn this guide includes a detailed understanding of the basic mechanics including exploring gathering

fighting and crafting completion of every single side mission and errand in the game collectibles and locations section updated banuk figures

vantage points bandit camps etc also in the guide a thorough walkthrough of the main story missions a complete walkthrough of every single

side mission in the game strategies on how to defeat each of the enemies a full trophy guide updated june 2018 full frozen wilds dlc guide

Rise of the Tomb Raider - Strategy Guide 2016-03-27

rise of the tomb raider is a follow up to 2013 s tomb raider reboot and as a continuation of the story players will once again enter the well

tread boots of lara croft in an adventure spanning london syria and siberia rise of the tomb raider offers up a lengthy campaign filled with

hordes of collectibles numerous challenges optional challenge tombs deadly enemies and more than its fair share of puzzles let us guide you

through lara s siberian adventure every step of the way our comprehensive guide will provide you with complete walkthrough to the story from

beginning to end guides to all eight side missions walkthroughs to all nine optional challenge tombs locations to every collectible including coin

caches documents murals relics strongboxes and survival caches complete walkthrough to baba yaga temple of the witch dlc add on

achievement trophy unlock guide
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Resident Evil 3 (2020) - Strategy Guide 2020-04-20

resident evil 3 is back and better than ever a spine chilling reimagining of a classic based on the original playstation console release in 1999

journey into the heart of raccoon city with both jill valentine and carlos oliveira the guide for resident evil 3 features all there is to see and do

including a walkthrough featuring every charlie doll file weapons and more including indepth strategies on every enemy and every gameplay

mode inside version 1 0 april 20th 2020 full walkthrough of the main storyline coming soon for version 1 1 trophy achievement guide coverage

of all collectibles tips on how to achieve s ranks on all difficulties

Saints Row IV - Strategy Guide 2015-11-07

the leader of the 3rd street saints has certainly moved up in the world becoming the president of the united states unfortunately their term is

put to the test when the zin lead by zinyak invades the earth and kidnaps many people including members of the 3rd street saints it is up to

the president who has been put in a simulation to fight back against zinyak and free everyone from captivity join us as we enter this crazy

world including a complete walkthrough of every story mission in the game every single side mission collectible and even the loyalty missions

are covered walkthrough for the dlc missions how the saints save christmas and enter the dominatrix

Far Cry 5 - Strategy Guide 2018-07-13

welcome to hope county montana the fanatical cult known as the project at eden s gate have taken over the american state and left you the

new deputy stranded without any outside help rise up against the cult and join the resistance to take back hope county in a beautiful open

world this guide will be your companion to uncover and see everything there is to see all missions collectibles and prepper stashes are

covered in detail illustrated with screenshots version 1 0 full walkthrough of the main storyline coverage of all side missions detailed strategies

on how to take down every cult outpost without being seen find every prepper stash every collectible uncovered
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Kingdom Hearts 3D: Dream Drop Distance - Strategy Guide 2015-11-07

how to handle yourself in the myriad and tourist unfriendly sleeping worlds with a complete walkthrough of the main story from both sora and

riku s perspective plus extensive listings and tips to help you complete all the reports grab all the trophies and generally feel good about

yourself nope you re not dreaming it s all in here also inside our detailed strategy guide a summary of the overarching kingdom hearts

storyline so far dozens of high quality screenshots to augment your reading experience the lowdown on the secret and tough as nails post

game boss detailed listings of all the collectable items commands and keyblades how to synthesise all of the friendly spirits and what abilities

they provide the requirements for all the trophies and tips on how to obtain them all you need to know about the flick rush tournaments

The Outer Worlds - Strategy Guide 2019-11-20

lost in transit while on a colonist ship bound for the furthest edge of the galaxy you awake decades later than you expected only to find

yourself in the midst of a deep conspiracy threatening to destroy the halcyon colony as you explore the furthest reaches of space and

encounter a host of factions all vying for power who you decide to become will determine the fate of everyone in halcyon in the corporate

equation for the colony you are the unplanned variable inside this comprehensive strategy guide for the latest rpg from obsidian entertainment

you will find character creation guide companions guide full walkthrough of all main quests side quests companion quests strategies for

completing supernova difficulty trophy guide and much much more this guide will be initially released on december 6th 2019 and will be

updated regularly with future updates over the following weeks

Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare - Strategy Guide 2015-10-29

as technology advances the human desire to rule it all increases as well jonathan irons founded atlas corporation the worlds biggest and most

important private military corporation pmc to fight wars for other countries will his wish to end all wars come true will giving private mitchell a
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second chance help iron s wish come true or will it be the other way around the guide covers the following detailed walkthrough of the

campaign from start to finish detailed enemy intel locations all 45 of them with pictures showing you the exact location available trophies

achievements in each mission so you don t miss one

Final Fantasy XII: The Zodiac Age - Strategy Guide 2017-08-18

enter an era of war within the world of ivalice the small kingdom of dalmasca conquered by the archadian empire is left in ruin and uncertainty

princess ashe the one and only heir to the throne devotes herself to the resistance to liberate her country vaan a young man who lost his

family in the war dreams of flying freely in the skies in a fight for freedom and fallen royalty join these unlikely allies and their companions as

they embark on a heroic adventure to free their homeland this guide will contains the following a walkthrough that ll guide you through the

story help you obtain all the best weapons and armor and defeat every monster tips for getting the best equipment from the bazaar and from

enemies a detailed look at all twelve job classes in the game and the best ways to combine them and characters to form the ultimate party

sections listing how to find and defeat all marks and rare game citations of the differences between this version of the game and the original a

thorough explanation of all of the game s mechanics all sidequests including trial mode a trophy guide that will get you that shiny platinum

trophy

Sniper Elite 4 Complete Guide & Walkthrough 2023-11-18

the new point guide 2023 this is the most comprehensive and only detailed guide you will find in our sniper elite 4 guide you will find a

detailed walkthrough with many guidelines it contains mainly valuable tips for beginners which describe the unique mechanics of the game in

addition the guide will help you learn more about the use of sniper rifles weapon upgrades sneaking around and changes in the game

depending on the difficulty level you choose the whole is complemented by a trophy guide in which we described in detail all achievements

trophies of the basic campaign
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Mass Effect 3 Legendary Edition - Strategy Guide 2015-10-21

currently updating for legendary edition for years a lone soldier has told tales of the reapers of their return of these sentient machines reaching

out across the vastness of space to harvest all sentient life but the warnings were all for nothing until now the reapers have at last come to

earth and these warnings can no longer be ignored you are commander shepard the first human spectre and elite soldier of the alliance

tasked with uniting the galaxy in the fight to stop the reapers destroying everything you hold dear in your hands lies the fate of the entire milky

way but luckily this time you are no longer alone strategies guaranteed to get you through this epic story in one piece all side missions

completed fool proof boss tactics find every single weapon mod tucked away in the game the location of every war collectible solar system

hidden fuel station and war asset uncovered in detail full coverage of all three dlc packs leviathan omega and citadel

Call of Duty: Ghosts Signature Series Strategy Guide 2013-11-05

get all the proper intel on the latest installment of the call of duty franchise with call of duty ghosts this guide provides every detail for the

single player walkthrough plus extensive coverage of every multiplayer map every weapon is highlighted detailing their strengths

Killzone 3 2011-02-01

for online players hardcore gamers and true killzone 3 fans alike the official future press guide forget the internet this guide is the only serious

source for players to improve their online play and win more often written for all difficulty settings including the hardest one elite a guide that

even hardcore gamers can use the exquisite design transposes the world and feel of killzone 3 onto the page giving the guide the appearance

of an art book each guide gives access to 3 unlock points to get a head start in online play this makes the guide a must buy for every killzone

3 player killzone 3 the official guide the only guide to becoming elite after the critically acclaimed guide to killzone 2 future press have done it

again crushing the helghast on the elite difficulty setting is the real meat of killzone 3 s campaign crushing your opponents in warzone is what
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killzone 3 s online multiplayer is all about these two challenges are the central focus of this guide and its aim is to make sure anyone can

become an elite killzone 3 veteran by providing strategies and tricks that work in the very toughest situations we ensure that anything less

than the most serious challenge is overcome if you re really up for mastering the game all you need is here in warzone weapons training learn

how to win in multiplayer and all of the tricks you need to use to stay alive the best ways to use each weapon are revealed along with exact

details of their strengths and weaknesses full statistics are listed for each weapon and the most effective ways to use them area surveillance

high quality maps reveal the battlegrounds in full with each important area described in detail we show the best spots for sniping the ideal

ways to secure areas and the quickest routes between objectives all in an easy to use format team tactics teamwork is essential to victory so

optimal strategies for squads and teams are provided for all maps and modes learn to take full advantage of the class based gameplay by

using communication and roles effectively class breakdowns in depth coverage of the 5 unique classes in killzone 3 the primary and

secondary abilities are all outlined with strategies for using them to the fullest discover the optimal loadouts and unlock priorities along with

map specific tricks each class can use modes objectives strategies are provided for each individual game type across each of the 8 maps

separate extremely effective tactics for guerrilla warfare and operations modes and team strategies for completing and securing objectives and

campaign elite tactics a full highly detailed walkthrough for the elite difficulty setting makes tackling any battle straightforward the best cover

positions and sniping spots are revealed and strategies are provided to take advantage of both players in the co op campaign mode high

detail maps every area of the campaign is fully rendered in exquisite maps straight from guerrilla objective locations weapon pickups and

optimal cover points are all highlighted with text linked directly to the maps helghast intel every component of the helghast war machine is laid

bare and every type of trooper s abilities and tactics are described learn how to take down each and every enemy on elite with ease trophies

unlocked earning the coveted platinum trophy is made simple with a comprehensive trophy guide multiple solutions are provided for each

trophy to ensure they re easily achieved using different styles of play lavish extras the rich world that guerrilla has created is revealed in

intimate detail concept artwork depicts how the characters and environments were formed and interviews with key members of staff describe

the process involved bonus points purchasing the official guide gives you access to 3 unlock points that you can use to get a head start in

unlocking abilities and weapons for your chosen class we recommend the right time so they give you an edge in placing high on the
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Destiny Signature Series Strategy Guide 2014-09-09

in destiny you play as a guardian one of the only heroes left from the last city on earth you must explore the ancient ruins of the solar system

to reclaim what was lost and fight back against the alien races that have destroyed the realms of humanity destiny is a shared world first

person shooter game with many rpg role playing game like elements players must explore areas and participate in public events to gain new

items and weapons that they can use against foes of increasing difficulty

Stray - Strategy Guide 2022-10-15

this guide for stray includes the following a walkthrough for each chapter how to complete all puzzles how unlock certain trophies locations on

all collectibles such as vending machines memories sheet music flowers

Assassin's Creed: Rogue - Strategy Guide 2015-10-20

assassin s creed rogue takes us to 18th century north america where we ll be braving the icy waters of the north atlantic the bustling streets

of new york and the greenery of river valley this time around however things are a little different for the series as we ll be taking on the role of

an assassin turned templar and get to view the clandestine war from a fresh set of eyes and a different viewpoint in our extensive assassin s

creed rogue guide we ll take you through the game from beginning to end show you how to handle all those secondary memories and just

about everything else the game has to offer our guide includes every story mission and how to get full synch for each one all secondary

memories covered assassin intercepts hunting challenges legendary battles etc all templar maps and buried treasures locations of all

blueprints takeover every fort settlement and gang headquarters hunting harpooning crafting it s all in here miscellaneous side tasks explained
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complete achievement trophy unlock guide

Kingdom Hearts HD 2.5 ReMix - Strategy Guide 2015-10-23

kingdom hearts ii begins where kingdom hearts chain of memories and kingdom hearts 358 2 days leave off sora and his companions have

been asleep for about a year regaining their memories when sora awakens he eventually arrives in twilight town the place where a mysterious

boy roxas lived before he suddenly left gaining new clothes and powers sora began his journey anew unaware of the events that have taken

place in chain of memories sora continues his quest by unlocking paths to new worlds learning of nobodies and fighting the heartless as well

as facing the remaining members of the mysterious organization xiii as the game progresses sora learns about roxas and how much they

have in common birth by sleep is the origins of the series hero and villain sora and xehanort and delves deep into the mysteries of xehanort s

bleak past and forgotten memories as well as how sora and riku came to wield the keyblade in the first place it deals with three keyblade

wielders terra aqua and ventus and each character has their own scenario kingdom hearts ii and birth by sleep will take you to many places

and we have them all covered here inside you will find complete walkthrough coverage for both kingdom hearts 2 and birth by sleep side

quests covered in detail from absent silhouettes to atlantica gummi ship missions and details mirage arena covered extensively mini games

discussed and much much more

Deus Ex: Mankind Divided - Strategy Guide 2016-09-30

two years after the events of the aug incident in human revolution in the year 2029 adam jensen is faced with the full weight of his decisions

after augmented people were forced to violently strike those around them due to a hijacking incident jensen feels like he failed in the aftermath

of strong public opposition against augmented humans the world has become divided and augs are forcibly separated from all those who aren

t jenson is once again thrown into a tumultuous situation and desperately tries to rectify past mistakes our comprehensive guide covers the

following full coverage of the main campaign all side missions and collectibles covered vital combat mechanics and stealth evasion tips master
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your hacking skills trophy achievement road map and guide hd screenshots from your friends at gamer guides version 1 1 full ebook locations

mini guide more media i never asked for this achievement difficulty information breach mode details and achievement information

A Newbies Guide to Play Station 3 (PS3) 2012-11

games systems used to be simple plug into tv put in game cartirage power on and occasionally spend several minutes plugging dust out and

putting it in at just the right angle today game systems are more than game systems they are multi media powerhouses in the case of ps3 it is

a full on computer this guide will help you get the most out of your ps3 and everything that s built into it from adjusting parental settings to

changing the way it looks gamecaps walkthroughs was started as a way of bringing cheap reliable and informative game walkthroughs and

system profiles our library is growing more every month

Ratchet & Clank - Strategy Guide 2016-04-30

the game based on the movie that s based on the game wait what ratchet clank is a reimagining of the original game on the playstation 2 that

is tied into the recently released movie you play as the titular characters as they go on a space faring adventure to try and stop the evil

chairman drek from realizing his dastardly plans experience the galactic quest that started it all for our furry lombax and his adorable robot

friend did we mention that you can turn enemies into sheep in this guide you will find the following comprehensive walkthrough covering all

planets and objectives the location of every single collectible including how to get the ryno a detailed trophy guide that will net you that elusive

platinum trophy

One Piece Odyssey - Strategy Guide 2023-01-30

during their voyage the straw hats led by monkey d luffy are swallowed by a huge storm at sea they end up on a mysterious island full of
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nature amidst the storm and become separated from each other the guide for one piece odyssey features everything you need to know to help

luffy and crew set sail again learn how to solve some of the trickiest puzzles obtain every yaya cube and where you can find all the locked

chests inside this guide you will find the following solutions for the toughest puzzles location of all cubes for every character how to collect all

99 yaya cubes information on challenge cubes and the battles that await find and unlock every locked chest details on some of the more

elusive side stories links to our interactive maps for the areas you explore links to our database for all of the items you find in your adventure

Borderlands 3 - Strategy Guide 2018-07-16

return to the borderlands as you aim to help allies new and old reclaim them from the children of the vault four new vault hunters join the

cause as you take to the stars to discover what lies outside pandora and more the guide for borderlands 3 features all there is to see and do

including a full walkthrough covering every main and optional mission alongside everything else inbetween including indepth strategies on

every vault hunter and recommended builds to help give you that edge you ll need inside version 1 0 full walkthrough of the main storyline

coverage of all optional missions trophy achievement guide character builds

Uncharted: The Lost Legacy - Strategy Guide 2016-06-17

uncharted the lost legacy is an action adventure game developed by naughty dog in this spin off expansion to the popular franchise you ll play

as the sassy fortune hunter chloe frazer as she seeks the legendary tusk of ganesh in india during a civil war pursued by an insurgent leader

and joined by her allies the quest to recover the tusk soon becomes a perilous mission to save all of india in this guide you will find a

complete story walkthrough a guide for the optional mystery ruin side quest a complete treasure hunting guide covering the locations of all 68

treasures a complete photo locations guide covering all optional photo opportunities a complete optional conversations guide a complete

lockbox locations guide full trophy list
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Uncharted 4: A Thief's End - Strategy Guide

it is three years after the events of uncharted 3 and nathan drake the world s most famous hunter of treasure has hung up his boots and left

that work behind him however the sudden appearance of his brother samuel drake has made that calling for adventure come back in full force

as he needs nathan s help to save his own life they are on the hunt for captain henry avery s long lost treasure bringing them to many exotic

locations wrought with danger in another exciting entry in the uncharted franchise the guide includes a complete and detailed walkthrough of

the main story locations for all of the game s collectibles comprehensive guide to get every single trophy

Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order - Strategy Guide

join the jedi padawan cal on an adventure through the galaxy and rebuild the jedi order to face of against the empire here you ll face new

droids and adversaries as well as being able to collect fancy new outfits different lightsaber attachments and to top it all of you can give the

mantis cool paint jobs the guide for star wars jedi fallen order will include all there is to see and do including a walkthrough featuring where to

find all chests stim canisters and essence s to make cal stronger including in depth guidance on how to beat every boss as well as how to

conquer all tombs version 1 1 100 walkthrough puzzle solutions best skills to obtain secrets every lightsaber color upgrade and customization

option trophy guide guide roadmap
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